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President’s Message
Common History At Home And Fellowship Abroad

T

he first meeting after the Bank
Holiday saw our very own
Bert French telling us about the
history and continuing work of
the Laindon Common Conservators. It was a fascinating resumé
and illustrates perfectly what the
Big Society is all about - small
bands of volunteers giving their
time and
taking responsibility (unbeknown to
large parts of
the community in which
they operate)
for making
our habitat a
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better place for us to live in. An
interesting and informative talk.
Thank you Bert.
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September 12 and Kirsten May
updated us on the Malawi Development Project, on which she
had worked as a volunteer, financed by her fundraising efforts
to which we had contributed in
small part. This was a compelling
presentation which prompted a lot
of questions from our club all of
which Kirsten answered with great
aplomb.
The meeting had been
preceded by a club photo
of all members attending
so I could take this to
the Rotary Club of Alba.
A number of our club
had asked to be remem(continued next Page)
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President’s Message (continued)
bered to their particular friends in
Alba and I thought that this was
the best way.

Greetings,
President Luca
and Grazie!

Flight concerns
September 15 was my departure
date for the visit to the Rotary
Club of Alba. Rising at 3 a.m. to
the news that the French air traffic
controllers strike has caused Ryanair to cancel 70 flights that day
was not the ideal start. A quick
check of the website provided
more encouraging information in
that our flight was not on the list.
Plan A was back on track. In fact
the flight left on time and arrived
in Turin early with no hitches.
We made our way from the
airport in a couple of hire cars to
Alba where Keith, Gillian, Liz and
I had lunch in a charming deli/
restaurant which we washed down
with some local cold sparkling
wine. We then made our way to
The Hotel del Castello di Santa
Vittoria d’Alba to check in for the
next three nights.

the clubs would exchange gifts
and make their presentations as
the formal dinner on Saturday
would have 140 guests for our
host’s 60th anniversary of their
charter and there would be too
many speeches and presentations
scheduled already.
So it was that the presidents sat
at a round table for lunch, a small
distinguished group, whilst everyone else sat at a long table running
down one side of the winery. After
lunch - a tasting menu which was
paired with three glasses of different wine, the presentations were
duly made, including our club
photo, and greetings exchanged
and thanks were offered.
I thanked our hosts in my best
Italian (see below).

Discovering Wine
Liz and I followed the example of our Swedish home hosts
from last year and went for a
nice cooling dip in the hotels
outdoor pool and rested up
until early evening when we
all met up for dinner in the
hotel. Including our hosts
there were about 40 of us and
we spent a jolly evening eating, drinking and reacquainting ourselves with our fellow
Rotarians and partners.
On Friday we were taken on
what the programme described as “A charm tour ….
Discovering Barolo wine …
between timeless castles and hills”
This was an accurate summary of
the day with the highlight - lunch
in the winery.
It had been decided by our hosts
that this would be the time that
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President Luca was delighted
with the gifts and he asked for my
permission, duly given, to publish
the photo on their Facebook page.
We were then all whisked away to
the Wine Museum and then back
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to the hotel to get ready for our
“home hosting” in the evening.
On Saturday we reassembled
for the Tour of Turin and the
Egyptian Museum which houses
the largest collection of artefacts outside Cairo. Our English
speaking guide (with us on both
days), impressed with her knowledge and fluency with which she
expressed it. Another interesting
day throughout which we were
accompanied by Luca Zanvercelli,
the dynamic young president of
the Alba Club.

Glamorous Sequins
In the evening we attended the
formal Gala Dinner, including
a re-enactment of the inaugural
meeting of the Alba Club which
was performed by its Rotaract
Club members, and also a speech
from the very glamorous sequin
covered district governor, which
sounded as inspiring as it looked.
Sunday and a final meeting of
presidents and farewells to
friends, new and old with
everyone looking forward to
next year’s visit to UK.
My trip was extended a little
with the result that I did not
get back in time for the business meeting on September 19
but as the Club was still here
for our meeting a week later ,
all must have gone well.
Our last speaker of the month,
Ron Farrow, told us about the
work of the Essex Blood Runners and impressed with the
simplicity of a voluntary service which operates throughout Essex for 365 days a year
saving people’s lives providing
an out of hours blood transport
service to hospitals. (Club Member Ken Smith is a member of this
group.)A cheque for £100 was donated to the charity to assist them
with their work.
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Soapbox 2017 Diar y
O v e r Ha l f t h e Ent r y p l a c e s al r e a dy f i l l e d !

C o u nt d o w n - S e v e n Mo nt h s t o g o !

O

ur regular monthly status
follows below.

Entries
The on-line application system is
fully open. We already have over
half the open places filled with 33
confirmed team entries

Management of the process
The small management committee
comprising President Mike, Secretary Ed, President-Elect Peter,
Foundation Chairman Malcolm
and our esteemed compère from
last year, Ken Smith continues to
meet to plan for the 2017 event.
We hope for all members’ active
support as we work towards next
year’s event.

What has been done?
Many items are being progressed:
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t Event Plan - a new plan is
being prepared and should be
ready in mid October.
t Programme - A simplified
4- page Programme is being
developed, which will dounle
as the ticket to the event.
t Pricing has been set at:
t Advance purchases - £3
individual tickets, £10
family tickets
t On the day - individual
tickets only at £5 pp
t Queen Elizabeth II field (Sun
Corner) has been reserved
for the weekend, and London
Road closure for May 1, 2017
has been requested.
t St John’s Ambulance have been
booked for First Aid support.
t Megaflatables have been
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booked to install, manage and
take down the inflatable barriers and a new Finish Arch.
t Food and Beer tent supplier
has been agreed and booked.
t Toilet facilities have been
booked
t Quotes have been received for
the PA system, and potential
use of video screens. A meeting is scheduled on October 3
to agree details, and arrange to
see the screens in action.
t Negotiations are now proceeding to agree Major Sponsors
for the event
t Quotes have been requested
for bouncy castles, fencing,
etc.
We will report progress in the
Newsletter each month.

www.billericayrotary.org
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C l u b M e m b e r s a t S p e a k e r ’s C o r n e r
Our Town Built on London Clay

making. It came particularly from
Western Road around Chestnut
Avenue, and by the railway station
in an area known as Charity Farm,
where the Harris family had their
brick making works, and had their
sand quarries in the sandy layers
above. Billericay red bricks were
very special and of very good
quality! 40 men were employed in
their production.
tćFĕOFTBOEZTJMUPGUIFA$MBZgate beds’ was quarried by the
Harris family and sent away for
use as building and casting sand.
It went to the Midlands via a railway siding connecting the quarry
and brickworks to the main line at
the nearly new Billericay station.
The station was originally going to
be in Mountnessing Road at the
end of Station Road.

family to name their house on
the Stock Road ‘Silver Sands’.
This is now ‘Hamelin House’.
tćF#BHTIPUTBOETXFSF
used as building sand. In the
village of Stock, around the
churches and the windmill, the
sands become pebbly and are
known as the Bagshot pebble
beds. Some of you may have
found these pebbly sands in
your gardens. They formed under conditions like Dungeness
and Brighton beach today.
t1MBUFBVHSBWFMDPWFST
the area from the Kennel Lane
roundabout to St. Mary Magdalen in the High Street and
from St. Andrews Hospital (as
was) along Norsey road to Potash Road. It was deposited about
three million years earlier by the
Thames as the encroaching ice
sheet moved it south from its original outlet at present day Ipswich.
It is a lighter soil – hence lovely
displays of rhododendrons in the
spring.
tćFQBMFEVDLFHHCMVFEFQPTJU
mainly to the east and north of
Billericay is boulder clay. It was
deposited two million years ago
during the ice age from heaps of
clays, pebbles, sand and gravel
dropped during warmer times by
melting glaciers and the streams
running off them. It usually makes
very fertile soil and can be found
under the ‘new’ estate that is
Queen’s Park.

Bell Foundry

Conclusion

t"DDPSEJOHUP.BMDPMN"DPST 
who has been very helpful to
me put together the information
about Billericay, some of the casting sand went to the Whitechapel
bell foundry. The purity of the
casting sand inspired the Harris

Without William Smith’s work and
our development of it, we would
have no idea what resources we
had when it came to planning
the location of new towns such
as Basildon. We would have no

Sue Ginn takes us
on a revealing
geological tour

T

his map of Billericay is
made from two maps which
don’t quite match. One is 1 in.
to the mile or 1:63,360, the other is 1 cm to ½ km or 1:50,000.
In the area around Billericay,
from Dunton road up to Buttsbury in the north, the milky
coffee coloured rocks on the
map are deposits of London
clay and are beneath all the
rocks in the area. This clay was
deposited 34-56 million years
ago, fine grained rocks forming
an impermeable layer.
Above the clay are the ‘Claygate
beds’, formed of clay and silt from
a shallow beach setting at the
same time as the London clay.
Above the Claygate beds are the
Bagshot sands (think of Frinton
beach today), deposited in shallow
seas at the same time.
Springs of free flowing fresh water
issue from the junction of the
clay with the Claygate beds and
the Bagshot sands. This water is
a reason for the watercress beds
in what is now Summerdale and
Home Meadow today, and why
these houses are on deep piles.
t-POEPODMBZJTUIFNBJOSFBson why many Billericay houses,
including ours, suffer from ‘heave’,
where the clay under our home
swells in the winter and shrinks in
the summer causing the foundations to suffer and internal walls
to crack. (The late Neville Deacon
found evidence of this process in
our lounge, especially after the
long hot summers of the 70’s and
early 80’s).
tćFDMBZJTVTFEGPSCSJDL
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C l u b M e m b e r s a t S p e a k e r ’s C o r n e r
A Common Cause Since 1887
Bert French Relates
The History Of A
Local Landmark

Q

uelle Difference! There are
Conservatives in the Commons – and Conservators on the
Common. Both have a duty to
perform - as Gilbert and Sullivan
might have said ‘ A Little Conservative or a Little Conservator’
.The duty – to maintain law and
order. The common in question,
Laindon Common, has been
maintained and regulated since
1887 by ten people, good and true
– Conservators with no political
aims and ambitions only for the
common community cause.

As Rotarian Bert French explained
in a fascinating talk to club members on September 6, they have
been caring for the Common
since a Billericay man, John Jefferies, in 1887, instigated control
of the land following the Enclosure Act of 1845.
Bert, currently, is a 21st
century Conservator , as
is fellow Rotarian, Peter
Strong and Sarah Kettle,
wife of Rotarian Roger. He
follows in the footsteps of
the past French family. As
he explained: “Access and
grazing rights to the common were granted in 1888.
It has been maintained ever
since.” Among the byelays enforced were that the
land could be used to stage
cricket and other events
subject to bye-laws existing
at the time.
Families were given “stints”
between the period May 1

and November 30 - “It was
inherited down the French
family. My great grandfather had ten stints“,
said Bert. Among those
allowed to graze were one
horse, one cow, six sheep
and two donkeys. Strictly
no goats!.
(Which is probably why
Bert still sends a goat each
year to aid famine relief in
Africa!)
“Those bye-laws were set up in
1890 and exist today. No-go areas
excluded the raising of posts and
tents and circuses or wheeled vehicles and the burning of timber,
fires, refuse and litter. Also collection of birds eggs and shooting.
Begging and anyone offending
public decency or creating disorder were banned. However military drill and troop movement
was permitted. Today, it includes
fly-tipping and motor- bikes.”

Famous Gold Seal
In the 1960’s the gas board at the
time requested permission to
run a 24 inch gas line through
Bert’s and neighbouring farms
and across the Common. It would
stretch from the oil havens on the
Thames supplying vital gas to the
Midlands. Officially given the
go-ahead by the Church Commissioners who own the land, the
pipeline
(continued on Page 12)

Our Town Built on London Clay (continued)
idea of where to find supplies of
gravel and sand for building roads
as well as homes and school.
For example, when I showed Malcolm Acors the map for Chelmsford I was able to show him the
gravel deposits under a special
www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary

World War 2 airfield that was now
sadly neglected, but the gravel was
now being extracted (probably for
the Cross Rail Project being built
under London.)
The accurate maps of the east
coast showed us what could be

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary

under the North Sea in the way of
oil and gas reserves.
Why? Because we already knew
about oil reserves at Eakring in
Nottinghamshire and were exploiting them in the 1960’s.
By Sue Ginn
www.billericayrotary.org
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)
Vi e w f r o m H o t e l C a s t e l l o S a n t a Vi t t o r i o

The Streets of Alba

Welcome Dinner - Keith Gill Mike Liz

Vineyards ever ywhere

Castello Grinzane Cavour
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)

O

ur small but illustrious delegation left somewhat piecemeal with Malcolm, Sue, Peter
and Wendy leaving on Wednesday
and staying in Turin overnight.
Keith, Gillian, Liz and I left very
early Thursday morning. Both
groups had arranged to hire cars
at the airport as our hotel for the
“Rotary Reunion” was an hour’s
drive from Turin and also about
12km from Alba.
Malcolm, Sue, Peter and Wendy
went straight to the hotel to book
in and then drove to Alba for
lunch and spent the afternoon
wandering the narrow streets of
this mediaeval town, enjoying the
atmosphere and the sights. Keith,
Gillian, Liz and I arrived later so
went directly to Alba, ate and did
the same before driving to the
hotel and booking in.

A splendid reunion
Neither party saw each other until
we met up on Thursday evening
when all of the visitors from
France and Sweden, as well as our
own party assembled in the hotel
lounge prior to dinner for a welcome and introduction which had
been pre-arranged by our hosts.
It was our opportunity to meet up
with old acquaintances and introduce ourselves to new ones.
www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary
t itt
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Circulating among us were the
Italian President, Luca Zanvercelli,
and the secretary Lorenzo Gallo,
both of whom spoke very good
English, and made us feel very
welcome.

Typical Fayre
We adjourned to the dining room
where we sat at circular tables of
about ten and awaited the meal
of typical Piedmontese Fayre,
our first of the trip. The splendid
meal included a course of raw
meat - which came as a surprise,
although I am not sure why. The
last time I had eaten raw meat was
on my last visit to Alba, but this
was not to be the last time on this
trip. Needless to say Liz was well
provided for as we had notified
our hosts in advance of her dietary requirements (no meat, raw
or cooked). An early start the next
day required us to retire to bed
soon after dinner as it had been a
very long day for some of us.
The programme for Friday was
packed, and required us to assemble on the coach after breakfast
where the drive to the castle of
Grinzane Cavour took us through
the vineyards of the beautiful
landscape of the Langhe hills. We
were joined by a tour guide who
spoke very good English and obviously knew all there was to know

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary
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of the region both geographically
and historically. She provided a
running commentary for most
of the day, explaining who built
what, and when. The castle contained a museum and a regional
delicacies shop selling wines,
hazelnut biscuits and nougat.

Beautiful Barolo Country
The forecast for the weather had
not been encouraging for either
Thursday or Friday but the cloud
which had seemed threatening
earlier in the day lifted, and the
sun appeared in the afternoon
to make it very pleasant. Following this visit we left on the coach
heading for a Barolo winery which
was also to be our lunch venue.
After a tour of the winery and
some education in the processes
involved, we adjourned to a large
room which had been set up for
lunch. The lunch consisted of a
trio of salami, a trio of omelettes
and a plate of raw veal with tuna
sauce for the starter. The main
course was pasta and the pudding
was a traditional Piedmontese
sweet of chocolate, coffee and
amoretto. This was accompanied
by five different wines which were
paired with the courses.

Gifts and Italian Speeches
The presidents exchanged gifts
and Luca presented us with a
www.billericayrotary.org
bill i
t
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)
Sylla Sebaste Vineyard

La Morra and Barolo

Tu r i n - S l o w Fo o d Fa y r e & To r i n o’s B u l l s

Tur in - Eg y ptian Mu s e um & E ataly in Italy
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)
book, displaying a large number of
colour photos of the locality, and a
Rotary Club of Alba tie. I presented him with a book on Billericay
which also was full of pictures
in which he was very interested,
and another book of coloured
sketches of interesting places and
buildings in London. I also presented him with our club photo
which had been taken before the
previous Monday’s lunch meeting,
explaining that those of our club
who could not make the trip had
wanted to be remembered to their
friends in Alba.
I also presented the traditional gift
of a name badge to the Beausoleil
president, Alain, and then made a
short address in Italian to an audience largely consisting of French,
Swedish and English diners who
all seemed suitably impressed
without having a clue what I was
trying to say.
The lunch drew to a close and we
returned to the coach to resume
the programme. This involved a
walking tour of the hilltop village
of La Morra, an old village of
narrow lanes, old buildings and
boasting a panoramic view of the

surrounding sites as well as the
Alps in the distance too. (Somehow, Wendy found time to enter an
Art Gallery and acquire a picture
while this was going on!)
We ended with a visit to the Wine
Museum in Barolo. This was unusual in concept. It was a multimedia and interactive exhibition to
which I fear we did not do justice
www
www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary
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after a long day and a large lunch.
We were then dropped off at the
hotel to prepare for the “home
hosting” in the evening.

Saturday So It
Must be
Turin!
Saturday was another early start
for a trip to Turin (Turin was the
home of our host president for
the last 30 years or so). He came
with us and directed us, for some
refreshment, to the Caffé Fiorio,
a coffee house where intellectuals used to meet. It was a typical
cafe of the town, in that it had
a small frontage onto the street
and when you entered there were
several large rooms full of tables.
A café which had not seemed
large enough to accommodate our
party was indeed large enough to
house us several times over.
Our guide met us there and
took us on foot to the Egyptian
Museum giving us chapter and
verse on the way. There were very
many artefacts and exhibits on
display over
several floors
and, although
our guide
was not too
ambitious,
she showed
just enough
to give a
flavour of the
collection.

A New Concept in Eating
Following this we were directed
to Eataly Restaurant which was a
vast compound containing many
different types of restaurants and
food outlets of traditional Italian
foods. We entered into the spirit
and we demolished our first pizzas
of the trip, while Malcolm and

www
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Peter opted for the roast chicken.
Back to the meeting place just in
time for the coach back to Alba
and to prepare for the gala dinner
in the evening.
There are many photographs of
the occasion, which was suitably grand for a 60th anniversary
celebration, so I will not elaborate here other than to say that

the Beausoleil and the Ovada
presidents both presented all the
presidents with commemorative
plaques and certificates (which I
have at home if anyone would like
to see them). Back to the coach
and then the hotel by midnight.
Sunday morning breakfast was a
very nice occasion where everyone was talking to everyone else
about their experiences the night
before and we were excited and
sad at the end of the trip. We all
said goodbye to each other and
hoped we would meet up again
next year in England.
There was the usual presidential
tête à tête for a short while afterwards where everyone was anxious that next year should be as
close to the same dates as possible
as it fits nicely into the schedules.
It was a positive end to a really
enjoyable visit.
By Mike Sinclair

Not the End!
But it wasn’t over! We all stayed
on for a further three days to enjoy Italy, albeit in different areas of
the country.
See next month’s newsletter for
reports of our visits and our exciting time at the “Palio di Asti”!
www
www.billericayrotary.org
billericayrotary org
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)
Panorama of the Gala Dinner

Our members really enjoyed the night

Gillian, Luca
and Keith

Sue, Malcolm, Carabinieri, DG

Wendy, Luca
and Peter

All the Presidents
Page 10
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Fellowship Visit to Alba (and beyond...)
Malcolm & Sue Acors

A

s always, the twinning weekend in Alba was fabulous.
One of the highlights was the
home hosting evening. We were
fortunate to be invited to the
home of our dear friend of many
years, Beppe Artuffo.
At 8.00 pm Beppe drove us to his
house on the outskirts of Alba and
introduced us to his new partner,
Manuela. Between them, they
put a huge amount of effort into
the preparation of a home cooked

Home Hosting - Italian Style
delicious meal which involved so
many courses that we lost count!
All were traditional Italian specialities, including local mushrooms,
roasted peppers from Manuela’s
father’s garden, Bolognese with
pasta and marinated chicken
(Beppe’s own recipe) with green
beans. For dessert, peaches in
spumante and a whole lot more!!
It was a wonderful evening and a
perfect opportunity to catch up on

old times, discuss Brexit and put
the World to rights.
At 1.30 am we arrived back at the
hotel feeling extremely tired and
full of food and drink, but relaxed
and so happy to have met Manuela and spent time with Beppe,
District Governor elected to serve
2017-18; he will be the first District Governor to be nominated
from the Rotary Club of Alba –
Rotary friendship at its best!

Mike & Liz Sinclair; Peter &
Wendy Greene

Wi n e - It mu st
be Barolo!

Keith & Gillian Wood

H

aving spruced up and ventured into reception, hosting
details still evaded us. We gave
our names to a few Italians but no
takers as the group got thinner
and moved off.

A Case of the
Wrong Couple
At last a kindly looking Italian
appeared, welcoming, and I got
the impression we were with him.
However, while ‘hugging’ an old
friend - Beppe Artuffo, our prospective host disappeared. Gillian
and I, now alone, went outside
to the car-park only to see our
“possible” host reversing out with
a car full of people!! Being the
quiet unassuming kind of individual that I am, I banged on his
window and reminded him of our
earlier discussion. He asked again
for our names, smiled, and then
asked two of his guests to get out
(he had the wrong couple!)
We climbed in, still having no
idea where we were supposed to
be going or with whom, making
small talk to our fellow passengers from Sweden. On arrival in
Alba we were met by a charming
lady Rotarian and escorted to an
al fresco café where we met her
husband and small son aged three
(continued on the foot of Page 14)
www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary
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W

ith visits to Beausoleil and
Karlshamn “under our
belt”, we were curious how the
Italians would organise the event
and the home hosting.
As reported elsewhere, the
agendas were (completely)
filled with events on Friday and
Saturday, with home hosting
on the Friday night after an
exhausting day around the local
area. Maybe home hosting is
the wrong word, it is more of a
fellowship event where we are
hosted by members of the local
club either in their homes, or, at a
local restaurant.
This year, President Mike and
Liz, Wendy and Peter, two
couples from Karlshamn, and
Marie- Dominique Mounier from
Beausoleil, were joint guests of
Lorenzo, and others from the

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary
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Rotary club of Alba at the Golf
Club of Cherasco.
We had the choice from the normal menu of starters, then “first
dishes” (usually pastas or risotto),
and then main courses followed
by dessert and coffee. Not to
mention the selection of local
wines (you can’t go wrong in the
Barolo region, but our hosts local
knowledge made for a great selection to accompany the food).
Our hosts were charming, very
friendly and helpful, and not
only selected great wines but also
made recommendations on the
local delicacies we should try.
It was a great evening – all one
could hope for with great company, elegant wines, delicious
food and convivial conversation.
Rotary Fellowship at its best.

www
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S p e a k e r ’s C o r n e r
Aiding the AIDS victims and Others

T

here is much controversy
about supplying foreign aid
to the people of needy countries
– particularly in
Africa.
So, when Kirsten
May and eleven
other students
from Bristol University volunteered
to go to Malawi
earlier this year, as
part of the Malawi Development
Project, it was
unfunded by any
organisation, and
the costs were met

by donations from Rotary and
other supporting charity bodies
– and, as Kirsten admitted when
she spoke to the Club on Monday,
September 12..... “Mostly we funded ourselves but Rotary’s support
has been brilliant and I thank your
club for supporting me.
But yes, mum and dad did help!”
The seven week project in Ma-

lawi included visiting five rural
villages outside Blantyre, teaching - “I specialised in maths and
geography,“ said Kirsten. “But we
discussed social skills, history and
dealing with health problems such
as AIDS and general hygiene.
We established workshops where
hygiene, sanitation, and sexual
health were uppermost.
Then we moved
on to trying to
get the children
involved with
computer studies
and playing sportfootball, netball,
etc.
“I had a boy who
wanted to grow
up to be a journalist. I taught
him words and
encouraged him
(continued on Page 13)

A Common Cause (continued)
exists today. Bert says: “ I
am the Church Commissiners’ representative as a
Conservator.”
When metal detectors
sought to explore Bert’s
farm for a projected
period , they were given permission and they
made a major discovery
– a 13th Century Roman
Gold Seal, later authorised and credited to the
occupation period of
Britain, AD 161 by Lucius
Vereus, co-commander
with Marcus Aurelius.
“It was established by the
British Museum where it
has now been confirmed
as a Secret Seal and can
Page 12
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be seen in Gallery 40 in
the British Museum
It is valued at £10,000
since the museum have
no other way of valuing
it. It must have laid no
more than nine inches below the surface
and that field has been
ploughed many times.”
The Conservators struggle to keep the Common
maintained . “We did
receive some small Lottery funding, “ says Bert
“Very little from public donations. But the
Common remains as it
always has – somewhere
for the public to roam
and enjoy.”
www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary
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Sp e a k e r s’ C or n e r
Bik ing Blo o d And Sav ing L ives

Y

ou cannot miss them..... they
are painted in multi colours,
red, blue, yellow and they have
one word emblazoned across the
handlebars. It reads: BLOOD!
Hairy Bikers? No, not them
– the machines they mount
night and day to transport vital
blood deliveries from the donor
base in Brentwood to all over
Essex..... Southend, Upminster,
Harlow, Colchester – and
occasionally beyond with meetup links with other blood riders
in Suffolk, Hertfordshire and
Cambridgeshire.
These are the Essex Blood
Runners. Volunteers. Six am to
7 pm; 7 pm to 6 am. Ever ready
for the call; on the alert, Monday
to Friday and weekends. As
Ron Farrow, an Essex Blood
Runner for three and a half years,
explained to members at lunch on

September
27: “I do it
on a motor
bike; others
do it in
cars. We
do not get
paid for it;
we do it for
charity but
also because
we believe
we make a
difference to
people’s lives.
“Blood is essential. Hospitals tell
us time and again, they need it
and they cannot get enough of it
to keep people alive. That is what
we do – help to save and to serve.
SERVE is now the official name
of the volunteers within the
organisation which started in
the 60’s - “remember the 60’s“,
said Ron,“ mods and rockers!
“It was the time when a splinter
group formed a 59’ Club and the
Blood Runners became official.
Now, under a wonderful lady
Ron referred to only as “Carol”,
they have a massive call centre
whereby, day or night, she lists the
roll call, checks availability and
sends the riders out across the
county.
Ron added: “We now have
a recruitment and training

programme. Any volunteer goes
through a process of studying
about blood and has to prove
competence in dealing with calls.
“We are not a blue-light
organisation. We do not crash the
speed limit flashing blue signs.
Seventy miles an hour top whack
on a motorway. We care too
much about delivering the blood
than spilling it.
Financial help? “None. We are
volunteers, we meet our own
expenses in a worthy cause.
Donations help. If we save one life
every day, we have done our job.”
Ron added that the efforts of Essex
Blood Runners saved Southend
Hospital £80,000 last year.
Final words: “I love bike riding
and I love feeling that I am
saving someone’s life. It’s a double
whammy.”
Club member, Ken Smith, also an
Essex Blood Runner, proposed
the vote of thanks and the Club
presented a donation of £100 to
the organisation.

Aiding the AIDS victims (continued)
to write a newsletter about his
interest. He responded.
“Sexual health and Aids is still a
problem in countries like Malawi
but I like to think we made them
more aware.
“We did not find language a problem. Most of the children had a
www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary
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working knowledge of English
– probably through TV or radio.
But they all wanted to learn more.”
A volunteer party of Bristol University students will be going back
next year to Africa. “It may be
Malawi again or another country
that we can help,“ said Kirsten.
www.billericayrotary.org
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Gateway To Promoting Rotary

P

eter Greene and
myself , the club’s
press and IT officers,
attended The Yvonne
Williams Rotary Media Day Workshop at
Radio Station Gateway
97.8 FM in Basildon
last Saturday.
The event was saddened as Gateway personel Danny Lawrence
and Ros Connors are
coming to terms with the loss of
their founder and doyen leader
Yvonne. But it took nothing away
from their efforts to make the
workshop a worthwhile and illuminating free event. Past Rotarian
Danny was assisted by Rotarian
Peter McCafferty, 1240 District
Media Manager and District Rotary 1240 Editor, Stan Keller also
attended.
Danny Lawrence opened the
proceedings with an outline of
Gateway’s current situation. “We
are more than just a radio station“,
he said. “We have 50,000 twitter
followers, we are involved with
kids’ projects – you have seen
today some of our award winners
- (this followed a presentation to
an excited party of the all-age children who received certificates for
their achievements in recording
on Gateway) – and we run media

courses and social events. We are
sent children with perhaps some
disability and they have passed
through our hands and gone on to
make a career.
“And we have radio links with
such as Phoenix FM“. Danny has
offered to speak to our club.
Following the meet and greet by
Danny and Ros, Rtn. Neil Speight,
a newspaper journalist for more
than forty years and recently
retired as editor of The Enquirer
outlined what Rotary clubs need
to do to capture media attention
in modern newspapers.
“It is no good expecting them to
report your event. They do not
have the staff. You need to send
them articles they can use without
them having to work on them.
They want you to write their story.
If there is a news angle, then that
must be the opening paragraphs.
And keep it short and to the point.

Too many words –
they will not want to
consider it. And photographs – not twenty
“mug” shots from an
event – a “team” photograph. All newspapers love many faces.”
Ed’s note: I endorse,
as a journalist of long
standing, all Neil’s
comments.
Then followed a series
of radio interviews by Ros with
all the PR’s. On How To Get Your
Club in The Media. Yours truly
was first up and, having established why I joined Rotary - “fellowship and good causes“ - spelt
out the success of our Soapbox
Derby in 2016 and our plans for
repeating the event next year. A
chance to promote the project and
the product. Too good to miss.
Ros said later: “All interviews went
well, a lovely mix of views and
comments. I am thinking of putting them together for a hour long
broadcast.” Watch this space.
Peter managed to explain how
Facebook and Twitter works in an
around the table chat – we think
that one member (no names)
might now have grasped it.
Ed’s note again: Peter – now can
you explain it to me.!
By Trevor Bond

A Case of the Wrong Couple (continued)
who was tucking into a bowl of
pasta. He was tired and her husband shortly left and took him to
bed!!!
There were some spare places at
the end of the table. As the Eau
Naturelle flowed, the intensity of
telephone calls increased almost
to fever pitch. I’m not sure whether it was the water, or the bottle
of Prosecco, but they seemed to
Page 14

soothe the stress and the missing
French guests appeared just one
hour late!
There is something about
Italian organisation that is most
charming!
Having all now assembled we then
enjoyed an hospitable evening in
the company of our Italian female
host from Alba, our companions
from France and Sweden, and

www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary

put the world to rights, including
various opinion on the rights and
wrongs of Brexit and in particular
their view that they were saddened by our exit.
Our trip home was much less exciting as we took the direct route,
and retired to bed not much after
11pm. Certainly, “home hosting”
has more than one meaning when
translated into Italian!

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary
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Wall Paintings a Credit to RotaKids
Before

After

After

Art Gallery to match their indoor
arts centre.

Quilters school children have
recently returned for the first term
of the new school year, and we
have discovered that they have
already achieved their aim and
completed the work.
These images show what an excellent job they did and how it again
displays their determination and
quick action. Well done!

N

ewsletter readers will recall
that we made a major donation to Quilters Junior School
from our Soapbox Derby.
They will also be aware that we
reported how the Quiltonian
Rotakids were going to use their
prize money and this donation, to
decorate the low wall around their
playing area to create an Outside

The Four Crutchateers!

A

ll For One and
One For All!....
So it was at our
lunch on Monday,
September 12,
when Peter Strong
(on two crutches)
and Trevor Bond
(managing on
one) limped into
our Rotary room
at Reids to join
Ben Curtis (two
crutches) and
Norman Wilson (a
handsome walking
stick – not bad for
90 years plus).
Weak in limb but
strong in heart.

Peter and Trevor recovering
from operations – their verdict:

“What’s the fuss.
We are getting
there.“
But, from Peter,
thanks for all the
kind club wishes.
Club members
refuse to let a little
handicap change
their devotion and
urge possible new
members not to be
put off by the club’s
Help for Heroes!!!
Weak in limb? Yes.
Young and strong
in spirit? Yes.
Also great fun and
fellowship.

C har ter Lunch - L atest ne ws
Choose your Menu

T

he cost to members for the
Charter Lunch on November
6 at the Beauvoir Arms is reduced
BY £12.00, in lieu of club lunch,
making the cost for members

www.twitter.com/BillericyRotary

£17.00, not £12.00 as stated in the
August newsletter.
Cost per person is £27 plus £2.00
service - £29.00, so cost for one
member and guest is £46.00.
Cheques should be made payable

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary

to Rotary Club of Billericay and
given to Norman Bishop.
Norman has also circulated the
menu and would like members
to respond with their selection of
dishes as soon as possible.
www.billericayrotary.org
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Something to Brighten your Day
Worth a G R O A N?
t The dead batteries were given
out free of charge.
t If you take a laptop for a run
you could jog your memory.
t A dentist and a manicurist
fought tooth and nail.
t A bicycle can’t stand alone; it
is two tired.
t A backward poet writes
inverse.
t A will is a dead giveaway.

t Time flies like an arrow; fruit
flies like a banana.
t In a democracy it’s your vote
that counts; in feudalism, it’s your
Count that votes.
t A chicken crossing the road:
poultry in motion.
t If you don’t pay your exorcist
you can get repossessed.
t With her marriage she got a
new name and a dress.
t Show me a piano falling down

a mine shaft and I’ll show you
A-flat miner.
t When a clock is hungry it goes
back four seconds.
t The guy who fell onto an
upholstery machine was fully
recovered.
t A grenade fell onto a kitchen
floor in France, it resulted in a
Linoleum Blownapart.
t You are stuck with your debt if
you can’t budge it.

Club Tit-Bits
Congratulations to Chandra
Gupta (4th.) and Peter Strong
(24th.) on their birthdays this
month.
*******
DG Terry Dean visit - Terry
makes his official visit on October
17, so please try to be there to
hear what he has to say.
*******
Chelmsford Mildmay - Club visit
lunchtime on November 8.
*******
District Golf Day: As reported
in last month’s Newsletter, it was
originally planned for October 6
at Braintree GC, Stisted. This has
had to be cancelled because of
lack of entries.
*******

Rotary Club of Billericay
Mayflower - our congratulations
to Mayflower on being awarded
a Lottery Grant of £10,000 for
their Christmas Market. A great
recognition for a great club doing
much to serve our community.
*******
David Judge MBE- we were very
sad to hear that David Judge,
a leading light in Rotary in
this district, passed away last
week. Known to many of us in
our club, David was a founder
member of Colchester Forum
Rotary Club and a Past District
Governor of our District. He
will be greatly missed.
*******

Location - Reids Billericay
We meet on
Mondays at
12.45 for 13.00
If there is a fifth
Monday in the
month, please
check the website for information.
Reids, 66-68 Laindon Road, Billericay,
Essex, CM12 9LD Tel: +44 1277 632378

October 3
Our Rtn. Norman Wilson - Airships
October 10
Lindsay Hurrel - the CHESS Charity
October 10 (18.30 - 20.30) at Reids’ Gallery
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Joint Service Meeting and Club Council
October 17
DG Terry Dean visits our club
October 24
Business Meeting
October 31
John Miles - Guildford Eye Project
Other dates for your diary:
November 5
Round Table Fireworks Night
November 6
Charter Lunch
November 11
New Hall Wine tasting visit
December 4
Billericay Mayflower Christmas Market
December 12
Christmas Lunch

www.facebook.com/BillericayRotary
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Rotary Club of Billericay – Future Club
Meetings and Events

Billericay Fun Walk - The Bonus
Pot for all who participated in
the Billericay Fun Walk, was
distributed on Friday, September
30 at Anisha Grange Care Home.
A full report will follow in next
month’s newsletter, but we can
reveal that every participating
organization received an extra 53
percent. This means we received
an extra £734.
It is so worth the effort! Let’s
dig even deeper next year so our
sponsorship fund is even greater
and our bonus larger too.
*******
Basildon Concord Charity
Dinner Dance took place on
October 1 - full report October

